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Abstract: In this paper an upgrading of the push-off test in pre-cracked specimens is presented. The
test is performed under conditions of crack control both in the pre-cracking and in the push-off
stages. To this end, transversal forces to control the crack opening are introduced. Additionally, this
confinement system avoids unnecessary movements that may introduce strains in the specimen. It is
also included the methodology to perform the pre-cracking of the specimens prior to the push-off
test. Specimens of 40 MPa of concrete compressive strength are used with two types of steel fibers
type as well as with transverse reinforcement. It can be concluded that it is possible to perform the
push-off test under crack control as it is shown with the results of crack width obtained with
different measurement techniques. Different types of behavior after cracking can be detected such
as hardening or the evolution of post-cracking residual stresses.
The shear strength of the specimen depends
on the contribution of both the concrete and
the shear reinforcement. Aggregate interlock,
or crack shear friction, has a significant
contribution to the concrete shear capacity [8].
Walraven [7], analyzed the phenomenon of
aggregate interlock by means of push-off tests,
and proposed a model validated with his own
experimental results. This model assumes that
concrete consists of a rigid perfectly plastic
paste and rigid spherical aggregates of various
sizes intruded into this paste. After the
formation of a crack plane, for normal
concrete strength, the aggregates tend to be
pulled out from the cement paste with the
propagation of cracks. The crack grows
through the paste an around the aggregate.
These spherical aggregates effectively provide
aggregate interlock between the paste and the

1 INTRODUCTION
It is well known that the shear failure of
reinforcement concrete elements is brittle. The
addition of steel fibers to the concrete mixture
improves the tensile behavior and ductility, as
well as it provides a good crack control [1].
Also, steel fibers improve the shear behavior
of structural elements increasing their shear
load capacity, and ductility [2].
The push-off test (Fig. 1a) has been used to
study the mechanisms of shear transfer [3-10].
Some researchers pre-crack the specimen
before performing the push-off test [5-10].
Pre-cracking can be achieved by first placing
the specimen horizontally (Fig. 1b), and then a
line load at the top and at the bottom face of
the specimen is applied. Finally, the specimen
is placed vertically, and the push-off test is
then carried out.
1
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transfer in FRC elements. It remains unclear
the role that steel fibers play right at the
cracks. Cuenca et al. [13] studied the shear
behavior of push-off specimens made with
different amounts of fibers (0, 40 and 60
kg/m3) and pre-cracked width, and compared
the results with conventional concrete. They
found out that the peak load increases with the
amount of steel fibers and the reinforcement
rebars presence, but is much reduced when
specimens is pre-cracked.
Boulekbach et al. [14] studied the behavior
of prismatic specimens of 10x10x35cm of
several concrete strengths (30, 60 and 80
MPa), reinforced with hooked-end steel fibers
with three volume contents of fibers (0%,
0.5% and 1%) and two different aspects ratio
(65 and 80). They found out that the first way
to improve the shear strength consists of
increasing the concrete compressive strength.
The second way can be obtained with the
addition of steel fibers; an increment of 44% is
obtained for a fiber volume content of 0.5%,
and 65% for a content of 1%. Finally, the use
of an aspect ratio ranging from 65 to 80 has
shown a slight influence on the shear strength
(5%).

aggregate. Protruded aggregates sliding
against the paste generate normal and shear
stresses due to plastic deformation of the paste.
The simplified version of Walraven’s model is
based on expressions [1] and [2], which relate
the shear (τ) and normal (σ) stresses with the
slip (Δ) and the crack width (w):
20
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0,707

(1)

(2)

where fcu is the concrete cube compressive
strength.
In the last decades new types of concrete
have been used, like high strength concrete
(HSC), self-compacting concrete (SCC), or
fiber reinforced concrete (FRC) among others.
In these concrete materials the aggregate
interlock phenomenon may be different
compared to conventional concrete.
In the case of HSC, Walraven [9]
introduced the C parameter (C < 1), which
reduces the stresses due to the aggregate
fracture. Indeed this parameter should be
considered as a general roughness reduction
factor. If all particles break there is always
some shear capacity left thanks to the natural
unevenness of the crack face.
On the other hand, Kim [10], carried out
experimental tests on push-off specimens
made with SCC and high strength concrete (fc
> 70MPa). His results confirmed that concrete
shear strength is highly related to the amount
of aggregate fracture at small crack widths
when crack slip initiates. Moreover, concrete
mixtures containing river gravel exhibited
higher aggregate interlock compared to those
containing crushed limestone aggregate. The
fact that SCC has a lower volume of coarse
aggregate than conventional concrete (CC)
should imply lower shear strength. However,
there are several authors [11, 12], who have
shown that the shear strength is similar to CC,
if both materials have similar granular
skeleton.
There is a lack of information in the
literature about the real mechanisms of shear

2 RESEARCH SIFNIFICANCE
In this study an improvement of the pushoff test in pre-cracked specimens is presented.
With this method is possible to control the
crack width in both, the pre-cracking and the
push-off stages.
This kind of test allows the study of
specimens under direct shear controlling the
maximum crack width. Thus, both shear and
normal stresses mainly depend on the slip
displacement (or shear displacement).
3 METHODOLOGY
3.1 The push-off test concept
The push-off test is based on the idea of
applying an axial force (P) to produce a pure
shear on a plane of the specimen (shear plane).
To make this possible, a special specimen is
used. This is formed by two L blocks, and the
shear plane is defined by the plane that
2
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connects thhese two bloocks.
It is im
mportant too outline th
hat the shhear
plane direction must be coincid
dent with tthe
load directtion. Thus, the crackin
ng and failuure
of the speecimen is produced
p
along the shhear
plane. A simplified representaation of tthis
concept is shown in Fig. 1a

Figure 2: Steel
S
frame too confine the push‐off
specim
men.

3.3
3 Pre-craccking
From now on, it is deefined as F1 the face off
thee specimen in which cconcrete is cast, whilee
F2
2 is the op
pposite facee in contacct with thee
forrmwork. F3
3 and F4 aare defined as the topp
an
nd the bo
ottom facees of the specimenn
resspectively; this is show
wn in Fig 3.

Figgure 1: The pu
ush‐off test co
oncept.

3.2 Push-off test upggrading
The upggrading of the
t push-offf test is bassed
on the idea of controolling the crrack width by
means of a rigid steel frame thaat confines tthe
specimen ((Fig. 2).
This fraame is form
med by tw
wo steel plaates
jointed eacch other with
w
four stteel bars (25
mm). Eachh bar has tw
wo bolts on
n one extreeme
and one boolt in the other
o
one. On
O one sidee of
the push-ooff specim
men the plaate is rigiddly
jointed to it. On thee other sid
de, there iss a
w
is rigiidly jointedd to
special meechanism which
it (see Fig. 2). The aim
m of this meechanism iss to
t plates aand
avoid fricttional forces between the
the specim
men. Thereefore, it iss possible to
guarantee tthat it does not exist bending
b
on tthe
bars, and also avoidds relative displacemeents
between thhe plates. For
F that reason the fo
four
bars experriment onlyy axial forcees. Thus, itt is
possible too evaluate by means of electriical
strain gaugges on the bars. Finaally, the craack
width cann be contrrolled by adjusting tthe
distances bbetween thee mechanism
ms and the llast
plate.
This meechanism too confine th
he specimenn is
the key off this new method, an
nd it makess a
difference compared with
w push-o
off specimeents
tested by pprevious autthors [6 and
d 7], that tryy to
control thee crack widdth, by using a rigid stteel
frame.

Figure 3: Specimen’’s faces definiition.

All specim
mens are intentionally crackedd
alo
ong the sheear plane beefore carrying out thee
pu
ush-off test. To this aim the sp
pecimen iss
plaaced horizo
ontally. Thhen, a steeel knife iss
pro
ovided alon
ng the F1 and F2 surfaces. Inn
ord
der to creatte a plane oof weaknesss, along thee
shear plane, a couple of nnotches are done.
Specimen rotations m
may occur along thee
lin
ne load during the pre-ccracking op
peration. Too
solve this inconveniencce some sp
prings havee
beeen included
d to stabiliize the speccimen. Thee
stiiffness of th
he springs ((k) must bee chosen inn
3
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b
efffect
order to aavoid a siggnificant bending
positive orr negative, once
o
the craack is form
med.
If the stifffness is tooo low (k→
→0), negattive
bending efffect appeaars. In the opposite
o
caase,
(k→∞), poositive effecct appears (F
Fig. 4).

ntil a crack
k forms inn the shearr plane. A
un
geeneral disposition of thhis test instrrumentationn
is shown in Fig. 6.

Fig
gure 6: Pre‐crrack position.

3.4
4 Push-offf test
Once the specimen
s
is pre-crackeed along thee
shear plane, it
i is placed in vertical position too
caarry out thee push-off ttest. This operation
o
iss
rissky, because if the speecimen is placed
p
in a
wrrong positiion the reesults can be totallyy
wrrong.
For this reeason, differrent ways to
t place thee
specimen have been te
tested. Thee techniquee
wh
hich better results prrovided con
nsists of a
steeel plate located
l
at the F4 faace of thee
specimen. On
n this plate,, a steel pieece is fixedd
an
nd allows the specimen sliding.
t
correctt
When thee specimenn is on the
po
osition, anotther steel ppiece is plaaced on F3..
Ov
ver this platte the load ccell is inclu
uded, so thee
bo
oundary con
nditions aree similar in
n both, F33
an
nd F4 faces of the speccimen. Then
n, specimenn
is loaded untiil a slip dissplacement of 5 mm iss
reaached. Duriing this phhase, both crack
c
widthh
an
nd slip alon
ng the shearr plane aree measured..
Fo
or this purpo
ose four LV
VDT’s are mounted
m
onn
braackets to atttach the sppecimen on
n both sidess
off the shear plane
p
(see FFig. 7), two to measuree
veertical displlacements and two to
t measuree
craack widthss. This cconfiguratio
on is alsoo
rep
peated on F2
F face. Witth the aim to
t know thee
rellative verticcal displaceement betweeen the twoo
plaates of the steel
s
frame,, they are in
nstrumentedd
wiith four LVD
DT’s.
Also durin
ng this stagee, strain meeasurementss
off the externaal reinforcem
ment bars are
a taken byy

Figure 4: Fuunction of the springs. a) Ne
egative bendiing
efffect. a) Posittive bending effect.
e

This tesst is carried out using six LVDT’s,, to
measure vvertical dispplacements (1 to 6) aand
two LVDT
T’s to measuure cracks width
w
(w1 aand
w2), as it iis shown inn Fig 4. This setup alloows
having thrree targets points on each
e
L bloock.
For this rreason it iss possible to know tthe
displacemeents of the plane whicch defines tthe
surface of tthe specimeen.

Figure 5:: Disposition of the LVDT's during pre‐‐
craacking.

As it caan be seen on
o Fig. 4, points
p
1, 2 aand
3 define one block, and
a points 4,
4 5 and 6 tthe
other one.
The sppecimen iss carefully
y horizontaally
placed undder a hydrauulic jack which appliees a
line load allong the nottch. The loaad is increassed
4
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a of thesee is
means of eelectrical gaauges. The aim
to know thhe normal stresses
s
(σ) in an indirrect
way. The electrical gauges arre put in tthe
middle of tthe bar as shhown in Fig
g. 7.

4 EXPERIM
MENTAL P
PROGRAM
M
4.1
1 Aim of th
he experim
mental prog
gram
Several sp
pecimens w
were tested in order too
caalibrate and to solve diffficulties deerived from
m
thee new test method
m
propposed.
To this end, four sppecimens were
w
madee
wiith normal strength cooncrete (fc ≈ 40MPa)..
On
ne of them was reinfoorced with stirrups
s
andd
thee others included twoo types of steel fiberss
(no
ormal and high strenngth). In Taable 1, thee
refferences and the propeerties of thee specimenss
aree shown.
Tablee 1: Referencees of the speciimens.

Specimen
S
RS-50-BN
R
CR-30-BN
C
CR-50-BP
C
CS-F8

Figure 7: Disposition of the LVDT's and
a strain gagges

3.5 Microo-photograp
phs
The ideea of usinng micro-ph
hotographs to
obtain measurementss is not som
mething neew.
Given the fact that thhe crack widths are veery
small, the use of micrro-photograaphs may b e a
good alternnative solutiion of meassurement.
In the present stuudy, the fo
ollowing steeps
u this tecchnique: firrst,
have beenn taken to use
four targett points; tw
wo at each
h face of the
specimen are selectedd. These fo
our points are
placed at 5 cm from the steel baars, and in tthe
exact locaation wheree LVDT’s measure tthe
crack widtth (see Fig. 8). Then, photographs
p
s of
each pointt before annd after pree-cracking are
taken. Finally, anotheer group of photograpphs
on the sam
me four poinnts are taken
n at failure

Reinforcem
ment Quantiity Concrete
Fiber
F
65/355-BN
1
H1
Fiber
F
65/355-BN
1
H2
Fiber
F
80/300-BP
1
H3
Sttirrup 2ϕ8 m
mm
1
H4

4.2
2 Materialls
The speccimens weere cast with self-co
ompacting concrete.
c
A Bolomey
y referencee
cu
urve (with a=21
a
param
meter) was selected too
haave a minim
mum of finees content to
o guaranteee
thee required flowability,
f
and thus av
voiding anyy
seg
gregation riisk. A goodd theoreticall agreementt
waas obtained (Fig. 9).

Figuree 9: Particle ssize distribution.

Cement (C
CEM II/B-V
V 42,5R) was
w used forr
thee concrete mixture. A
Also superpllasticizer too
achieve a self-compaacting con
ncrete wass

Figure 8: Position of
o the four tarrgets points oon
the specimeen: M1 and M2
M on F1 face. M3 and M4 on
F2
2 face.
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employed.
Two diifferent typpes of hoo
oked-end stteel
fibers from
m Bekaert©
© were used. One of thhem
was normaal strength,, low carbo
on fiber (B
BN)
with a tenssile strengthh of 1225 MPa.
M
The othher
was high strength, high
h
carbon
n (BP) withh a
tensile streength of 3070 MPa. Each type of
fiber wass referenceed by its aspect raatio
(length/diaameter), its length (in mm) and tthe
steel streength level accordin
ng with tthe
following nnotation:

Figure 10: Geometryy of the speciimen.
Table 3: Sp
pecimens dim
mensions used by different
authoors.

{aspect rratio} / {lenngth (in mm))} BN or BP
P
The mixx proportionns for 1 m3 and the vaalue
of the Slum
mp flow (S..F.) at 9 min
nutes after tthe
superplastiicizer was introduced,
i
are shownn in
Table 2. A
Also, in thiis table thee experimenntal
results of thhe concretee strength arre shown.

Diimen. Mattock Paulay W
Walraven Cuenca
C
Ourss
(m
mm)

3

T
Table 2: Conccrete dosages (kg/m ).

Cement
Water
Crush Sandd
River Sandd
Gravel 4/7
Gravel 7/122
Filler
Fibers
Admixture
S. F. (mm)
fc

H1
H2
H3
H4
350
350
350
0
350
189
201
204
4
210
0
999
990
0
992
1011
0
0
0
191
191
190
0
191
603
603
600
0
601
60
0
0
0
50
30
50
0
5,25
5,3
7,9
4,9
600
400
440
0
480
50.49 50.13 52.34
4 51.37

(1969
9)

(1970)

(1981)

(2010)
(

(20122)

H

546.1

457.2

600

670

6700

Hr
W
B

254
4
254
4
127

190.5
304.8
152.4

300
400
120

250
400
120

2600
4000
1200

Br

127

114.3

120

110

1000

5 EXPERIM
MENTAL RESULTS
S
5.1
1 Pre-craccking
On this section,
s
thee results of
o the pre-craacking proccess are preesented. In Fig. 11 thee
ex
xperimental results wiithout the springs
s
aree
shown. And in Fig. 12 thhe experimeental resultss
aree shown wh
hen the sprinngs were in
ntroduced.
In Fig. 11, it is shown th
he verticall
dissplacementss of the sixx LVDT’s on
o “x” axiss
an
nd load app
plied on “yy” axis. Analyzing thee
cu
urve, it can be observved how thee specimenn
rottates around
d the knife. This is beccause pointss
1 and 3 go to
o negatives values, wh
hile point 2
go
oes to a possitive valuee. And this behavior iss
mo
ore eviden
nt after thhe specimeen is pre-craacked.

4.2 Specim
men
The geoometry of thhe specimen
n (Fig. 10) tthat
was used iin the experrimental pro
ogram is quuite
similar to tthe one usedd by other authors
a
[5, 66, 7
and 13]. T
The differennces in geo
ometry can be
seen in Tabble 3.
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BN), the crush sand with BP fibers (CS-50BP) specimens, and the crush sand
reinforcement (CS-F8).

40

20

6
Point 1
Point 2
Point 3
Point 4
Point 5
Point 6

10
0

-10

-5

0

5

CS-F8

5
4
(MPa)

Load (kN)

30

10

Displacement (mm)

3
CS-50-BP

2
CS-30-BN

Figure 11: Example curve of pre‐cracking process
without springs.

1
RS-50-BN

0
0

Load (kN)

A better behavior was obtained by
introducing the springs mentioned in section
3.3. An example of this is shown in Fig 12.
120
110
100
90
80
70
60
50
40
30
20
10
0
-2

-1

2

3

4

5

Slip (mm)

Figure 13: Example curve of the first pre‐cracking
process.

The curve RS-50-BN (black line) shows a
residual stress, while CS-30-BN (red line)
shows a hardening effect. The reason for the
residual stress was that the distance between
the two plates was too big (3.5 mm) so the
specimen (RS-50-BN) was not confined by the
plates. For this reason in the others specimens
[(CS-30-BN) and (CS-50-BP)] the distance
between the two plates was reduced to 1 mm
and 0.5 mm respectively.
In the case of the reinforcement specimen
CS-F8 (green line), the best behavior of all
specimens was obtained. This can be seen on
the value of the shear stress, because in this
specimen it was around 6 MPa. And it was
kept constant until the end of the test.

Piont 1
Piont 2
Piont 3
Piont 4
Piont 5
Piont 6

-3

1

0

Displacement (mm)

Figure 12: Example curve with springs during the
pre‐cracking process.

In Fig. 12 it can be seen how the six
LVDT’s go to negative values. This indicates,
in one hand, that the specimen does not
experiment any rotation around the knife. On
the other hand, the stiffness of the springs is
according to our necessities, because the
differences between the six LVDT’s
measurements show a low scatter of results.

5.3 Micro-photographs
The results showed here were obtained
from the specimen CS-50-BP, by following
the methodology described in section 3.5. The
general procedure was shown in Fig. 14. Here
it is shown point M4, before and after precracking and at failure.
The different values of the whole process
are summarized in Table 4. Here, the initial
length is defined as the width of the notch.
After pre-cracking, means the length of the
notch when the pre-cracking process is
finished. And the column name failure is
referred to the length of the notch at the

5.2 Push-off
The shear behavior was analyzed by means
of the crack width (crack opening) or the slip
(shear displacement) versus the shear applied
during the push-off tests. A general example of
one of these is presented in Fig. 13. It can be
seen a different shear behavior between the
river sand (RS-50-BN), the crush sand (CS-307
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failure.
Tablle 4: Photograp
aphy measurem
ments.

a)

After
Crrack
Initial
Preh
wi
width
Po
oint Length
crack

5.9992

M1
M
M2
M
M3
M
M4
M

6.0007

Failurre

Crack
width

[mm]

[mm]

[m
mm]

[mm]]

[mm]

6.009
6.010
6.005
6.005

6.057
6.050
6.054
6.091

0..047
0..040
0..049
0..086

6.772
2
7.106
6
6.959
9
7.618
8

0.763
1.096
0.955
1.613

So the craack width aat the end of the pre-craack processs was obtainned by subttracting thee
vaalue of thee initial len
ength from the valuee
co
orresponding
g to the affter pre-craacking. Thee
sam
me conceptt is followeed to obtaiin the finall
craack width.
As a fin
nal checkk, in Tab
ble 5 thee
meeasurements obtained with the LVDT’s andd
thee total disttance it is compared. The Totall
disstance is obtained as the sum of the crackk
wiidth taken from the pphotograph
hs with thee
miicroscope and
a the incrrease of thee bar lengthh
(Δ
ΔL). To obtaain the valuue of ΔL, th
he equationn
3 is used, where the bar strain
n (ε) wass
ex
xperimentallly obtainedd and (L = 440 mm))
rep
presents thee original llength of each
e
bar ()..
Fin
nally, the column Errror showss the ratioo
beetween the LVDT’s m
measuremen
nts and thee
To
otal distancee.

6.0015
b)
6.084

6..104

6..084
c)
7.629

∆

(3)

Table 5: Different measuurements obtaiined from the
testt.

7.615

Po
oint
M1
M2
2
M3
3
M4
4

7.6099
Figure 14: P
Photographs obtained with the microscoope
at point M
M4. a) Before pre‐cracking
g. b) After pree‐
crackingg. c) Failure.

LVDT'ss

Crack
width

ΔL

Tottal
Error
Distaance

[mm]

[mm]

[mm]

[mm
m]

[%]

1.034
1.762
1.034
1.641

0.703
1.105
0.635
0.971

00.209
00.292
00.112
00.179

0.912
1.397
0.74
47
1.151

0.908
0.793
1.527
0.701

5.4
4 Study off the crack ssurface
The two “L”
“ blocks,, which co
onforms thee
specimen, were separat
ated from each otherr
wh
hen the push-off test finished. The
T aim off
thiis operation
n was to stuudy the resu
ulting crackk
8
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diffferent pro
oblems thaat present this new
w
meethodology..
The first problem
p
waas during th
he pre-crackk
pro
ocess, becaause the speecimen tend
ds to rotatee
ab
bout the linee load. To ssolve this problem
p
thee
specimen was placed inn a more rigid frame,,
an
nd a better way
w to put in place th
he specimenn
waas designed.
The other serious prooblem was to
t measure,,
wiith a certaiin grade off precision,, the crackk
wiidth. At thee beginningg, the readiings of thee
LV
VDT’s weree not enouggh, because differencess
beetween them
m were deteected, and it
i was hardd
to check theem. Now, with the use
u of thee
miicroscope, there
t
is anoother way to measuree
thee crack width to com
mpare and to
t obtain a
beetter precisio
on. More teests must be carried outt
to be sure of the
t precision
on of this tecchnique.
Different behaviors and po
ost-crackingg
ressponses hav
ve been deteected depen
nding on thee
typ
pe of fiberss and the m
mix design. Also, thesee
diffferences arre more evi
vident at hig
gh value off
sliip.
Finally, it is intendedd to develop
p a materiall
mo
odel in order to take iinto accoun
nt the crackk
beehaviour with
w
the experimenttal resultss
ob
btained. Thee mechanism
ms of shearr transfer too
bee considered will be the steel fibres, thee
ag
ggregate inteerlock, andd the dowel action duee
to the transverse reinforcem
ment. Thee
dissplacementss to be incluuded are thee slip of thee
craack  and the
t crack w
width w, as well as thee
no
ormal stresss  and thee shear streess  in thee
craack.

surface.
It can be seen (F
Fig. 11) th
hat the craack
o sand ussed.
surface deepends on the type of
Thus, the river sandd tends to form a ssoft
surface, w
while the cruush sand tends to form
ma
rough one.. This is inndependent of the typee of
fiber, becaause the sppecimen made
m
with B
BN
fibers shoows a quite similar crack surfa
face
compared tto the speciimen with BP
B fibers.
a)

b)

c)
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